TEACHING AMERICAN HISTORY PROJECT

Lesson Title – A Comparison of a Revolutionary War Recruitment Poster
and a Civil War Recruitment Poster
by Christine Brooks
Grade – 8
Length of class period – 50 minutes
Inquiry – How does the creator of this poster influence its audience? Can you identify any bias
on the part of the creator and how does it manifest itself in the work? Can I find other examples
of this type of work today?
Objectives – Students will analyze two recruitment posters to identify time, place, purpose for
the posters. Students will evaluate the posters for fact, opinion and point of view of the creator.
Materials – Vocabulary List for Warm up
A Revolutionary War Recruitment Poster from www.cthistoryonline.org.
A Civil War Recruitment Poster from www.cthistoryonline.org.
An Activity Analysis Sheet
Activities – Warm up: Vocabulary List
Students in small groups will define the list of words together
Teacher will discuss their definitions with the class
Group Work (in groups of 3-4)
Each group will have a copy of each of the recruitment posters listed above.
The group members will each have an activity sheet to record their own answers.
Class Wrap-up Discussion
Teacher led discussion of the interpretations of the various groups.
Assessment – Teacher will collect the activity sheets of each student at the end of class.
Homework: Students will be asked to find a modern day version of the posters
that they analyzed in class. They are to write a paragraph about the example that they found,
explaining how it is similar and how it is different from those from class.
Connecticut Framework Performance Standards – 2.2 Interpret information from a variety of
primary and secondary sources. Identify aspects of text that reveal an author’s point of view or
purpose and detect and analyze propaganda, censorship and bias.
3.1 Use evidence to identify, analyze and evaluate historical interpretations. Compare and
contrast American Revolution and Civil War.

NAME:
POSTER 1
What do you see?
List any symbols, pictures,
etc.

What is it saying?
Are there any key phrases or
words used?

Does it evoke (or bring out)
any emotions?
If so, which ones?

What is its purpose?
Is it trying to convince you of
something? Is it trying to
persuade you to act or think in
a certain way?
If so, how?
Is the poster effective? What
makes it effective or not?

For which war was this poster
done?

POSTER 2

VOCABULARY LIST
Persuasion:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Propaganda:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Bias:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Fact:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
Opinion:
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

